ESCAPE TO PARADISE
GALAPAGOS EXPEDITION CRUISES

GREAT
ESCAPES

Galapagos is a destination for exploration, discovery, adventure, and magical encounters with nature. With the diversity of
flora and fauna above and below the waves, this is a wildlife experience unlike any other.
The archipelago consists of 13 large volcanic islands, 6 smaller ones, and 107 rocks and islets. Its abundant wildlife
prompted Charles Darwin's research in 1835, and today, its natural beauty and pristine conditions continue to inspire all
who set foot on these magical shores.
For discovering the most exclusive spots of the archipelago, nothing compares to the experience of navigating from one
island to another onboard an expedition ship. The M/S Santa Cruz, Isabela II Yacht, and La Pinta Yacht offer guests the best
sailing alternatives, divided into four- and six- nights cruises that explore the Northern, Eastern, and Western regions of
the Galapagos Islands.
Daily outings include expert guides that accompany groups to explore secluded beaches, ascend to summits of enchanted
volcanos, or dive the depths of the marine reserve to observe manta rays, sea turtles, hammerhead sharks, and dolphins.
Since these islands remained isolated for so long, Galapagos wildlife never developed a fear of humans. So, get ready to be
close to marine iguanas, giant turtles, sea lions, penguins, blue-footed boobies, flamingos, and many other endemic species
only found on these islands.
When you return to the ship, join the expedition guides in the lounge for nightly briefings about the next day's activities.
Step outside with your camera and make the most of the panoramic views from the outdoor terrace and the observation
deck that is perfect for equatorial stargazing. Enjoy the unparalleled service, exquisite cuisine, entertainment, and the
specially designed deluxe in-cabin comfort.
With some of the latest advances in sustainable sailing, these luxury vessels aim to protect the delicate and beautiful
ecosystem that it explores. Each day is an adventure, a new opportunity to understand the fascinating life of the endemic
creatures that inhabit the islands and to embrace the importance of conserving this paradise for future generations.
Choose your ship, choose your itinerary, and ESCAPE!
INCLUDED:
All meals onboard
Excursions with certified guide
Equipment for snorkeling, kayaks,
paddleboards and glass-bottom boat
Transfers in the Galapagos
VAT (12%) and service tax (10%)

NOT INCLUDED:
Roundtrip Airfare
Entrance fee to the National Park
INGALA control card
Alcoholic beverages
Tips

* Strict biosafety protocols are followed.
** Flexibility policy: programs and special rates have an expiration period. Spaces are subject to availability.
For more information and custom quote: jruben@mytourec.com WhatsApp: 0999217343 Web: www.mytourec.com

